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Nowadays, international terrorism crime greatly jeopardizes international social 
order and safety, so to prevent and attack it has become a common sense and urgent 
task for every nation around the world. This thesis tries to make a tentative analysis 
on international terrorism crime from the angles of law and anti-terrorism, meanwhile, 
it attempts to propose some constructive suggestions on how to attack international 
terrorism crime based on a comparison between international conventions and law of 
anti-terrorism crime in different countries. 
Except for the Introduction and Conclusion, this thesis is divided into four 
chapters. 
The Introduction points out that with the increasingly serious international 
terrorism crime, it has become a commonly-focused issue for the international society 
to attack them. For this reason, when it comes to how to effectively attack and punish 
terrorism crime, it has realistic meaning to borrow relevant references from 
international society, which would better criminal legislation and attack strategies for 
punishing terrorism crime in our country. 
Chapter 1 is on basic theories of international terrorism crime. It reveals the 
understanding towards the definitions of terrorism from three aspects: its behavioral 
means, targets and purposes. Besides, it further defines the connotation of terrorism 
based on an analysis on the characteristics of international terrorism crime via the 
angle of anti-terrorism. 
Chapter 2 is about the causes of international terrorism crime and its 
development tendency. It fairly comprehensively analyzes the causes of contemporary 
international terrorism crime and its development tendency, which has certain realistic 
meaning in anti-terrorism combat. 
Chapter 3 is on the current situation of legislation against international terrorism 
crime. It examines the disadvantages of current criminal system for anti-terrorism 
crime and proposes some suggestions for betterment accordingly through comparisons 
between domestic and international criminal regulations, domestic and relevant 














Chapter 4 is on corresponding countermeasures for attacking international 
terrorism crime. It proposed specific countermeasures for the prevention and attacking 
of international terrorism crime, and some constructive suggestions on how to 
effectively attack international terrorism crime. 
The Conclusion is a review on the train of thoughts for the whole thesis, and it 
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前   言  
 1
 











































































































性和一贯性。恐怖主义的英文为 terrorism，从词源学角度来看，其后缀 ism 是一
种包含政治目的的“思想”、“主义” 和“主张”，而不是一种一般意义的“行为”和“动
作”。恐怖主义属于意识形态范畴，是指试图或鼓吹通过恐怖手段实现其政治、
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